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Abstract—The paper describes the design and implementation
of the system for dictation of mathematical expressions in
Polish. The details of the developed solution environment are
presented, as well as the workflow scheme of the actual natural
language parser. In order to test the dictation engine, we have
extended the Equation wizard editor, developed initially as a
classic desktop application for MS Windows operating system.
Preliminary experiments prove the system works efficiently and
accepts even complex expressions and can, therefore, be used as a
basis for the novel approach to editing mathematical documents
by people with disabilities. The proposed solution provides an
efficient interface for input of mathematical content and may
be easily adapted to human-computer interaction systems for
educational purposes.
Keywords—Natural language; Mathematical notation; Assistive
technologies; Verbalization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
People with different kinds of disabilities, such as mobility
or visual impairment, often encounter difficulties with editing
mathematical equations. As most popular tools use document
description languages such as LATEX and MathML, or editors
with graphical user interface, they require visual control, as
well as the effective and precise manipulation of the keyboard,
mouse or touch screen.
In the following sections, we present details of design and
implementation of a system translating the spoken version of
mathematical notation into the structural and formal description language. The output from the translation system can be
passed further to e-learning applications, desktop publishing
or algebra manipulation mathematical software.
The rules of the translation engine are fine-tuned to Polish
language and, therefore, the system fills the gap in the solutions available to people with sight or motion disabilities in
Poland.
The structure of the translation system contains the ”Equation wizard” visual editor, enhanced with App Tethering technology by the extra ”Mobile assistant” application. The actual
voice recognition is performed by a mobile device, which
works as the terminal for the server – the visual editor. The
results of recognition can be displayed on-the-fly by the mobile
assistant app. This way, we have integrated the environment for
testing translation rules from spoken to structural notation with
minimal effort. Moreover, the mobile multi-platform clients
can be the starting platform for various assisting educational
projects.
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The paper is organized into five sections. In Section II,
we provide a short review of the state-of-the-art contributions
for editing/verbalizing mathematical formulas, with particular
interest in widely used standards for writing mathematical
content and parsing to spoken language. Section III concerns
the design and implementation details of the proposed solution.
In Section IV, some experimental results and user experience
are presented. We conclude the paper with a brief discussion
on further development of the system in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
There are many alternative methods of presentation and
editing mathematical content: automatic recognition of printed
expressions [1], recognition of handwritten equations, editing
with visual editors (WYSIWYG), editing with the use of
document description languages (LATEX, MathML), editing
with the use of specialized notations and software (for example
Braille dot language), verbalization (translation to/from the
spoken, natural language version) [2]–[9]. Contemporary computer systems implement the voice input and natural language
processing with increasing success rates and user satisfaction
level [10]–[12]. It is worth noting that the understanding of
commands and sentences of natural language in general tasks
can be just statistically exact, while for the mathematical
notation things get much more complicated – every single
sign, letter or number matters a lot, and possibly can change
the meaning of the whole expression [13].
A. Description languages
There are two main description languages used to encode
two-dimensional mathematical notation into linear form. The
first one is LATEX – de-facto standard for scientific and educational documents. The main advantages of LATEX are popularity
and consistent syntax, which allows editing of even very
complex equations by hand.
The second one is MathML, compatible with XML specification, and therefore used in Internet applications. Some
Internet browsers render MathML natively (Firefox, Chrome);
for the rest (Internet Explorer) the end-user can install a plugin
for that purpose. MathML uses two different layers of notation:
the presentation layer, which describes the visual appearance
of the equation, and the content layer, which describes the
meaning of the expression. Although these two layers can be
mixed in one document, the majority of applications utilizes
only the presentation layer. This way, MathML suffers from
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ambiguities at the same level, as LATEX does. The resolving of
ambiguities in the encoded mathematical notation is the key
issue for further processing and translating the given equation
into another media.
In our framework and ”Equation wizard” editor, we use dedicated internal language, which helps to preserve the context
of the equation parts. We call it EQED (EQuation EDitor)
format. It can be also easily translated into the internal object
tree, representing the equation in the rendering engine of the
editor. On the other hand, we provide filters for import and
export of LATEX and MathML notation.
B. Math verbalization
There are no formal rules for the verbalization of mathematical content. Some common spelling suggestions are given
in numerous mathematical schoolbooks and scientific works,
as well as the tradition during teachers education [14][15].
Mathematical publications in Polish very seldom include natural language description of the equations, so the only source
of unified de-facto standard in this area is the pronunciation
used during maths lessons or university language centers’
publications [16]. Moreover, spelling maths is mostly parallel
with visual presentation on the blackboard, so any ambiguities
are resolved immediately. On the other hand, people with
sight disabilities have no such visual aid and the maths
verbalization designed for them requires much more precise
syntax [17][18], including the terminating signs for most of the
subexpressions. The maths verbalization in English is certainly
the most common and comprehensive [19][20], however other
languages still need extended elaboration [21][22].

The user interface of the dictation module is shown in
Figure 1. The natural language description of the mathematical
notation appears in the multi-line text widget and the operator
is able to paste it into the main window of the editor,
invoking the translation process. This mode resembles more or
less a debugging console and for the future production-ready
versions of the software it should be altered to provide the
complete voice driven human-machine interface. Eventually,
this interface should include commands for the manipulation
of the parts of the equation as well.
Because of the lack of Polish language native support in
MS Windows voice recognition engine, there was the need for
an extra software solution. Therefore, we have integrated the
supplementary multi-platform application for mobile operating
systems (iOS and Android). Both of the mentioned operating
systems support dictation in Polish, although there are some
differences, especially when spelling numbers. The quality
of recognition for particular words also differs and is below
standard results for the sentences, because in the natural
language description of mathematics every sign and single
letter has significant meaning and placement. Nevertheless, the
results of the dictation were satisfactory enough to perform
some tests on rather complicated equations.
The ”Mobile assistant” application provides the result of the
recognition in the graphical form, which can be considered as
a substitute of the editor module. Some screen shots of the user
interface of this assistant application are shown in Figure 2.

III. D ICTATING MATHEMATICAL CONTENT
Proper conversion from spoken language to formal, structured mathematical notation is an important issue, which could
make the education of physically disabled people much easier.
Moreover, common mathematical education could benefit as
well, as speech based interfaces became popular nowadays.

Figure 2. ”Mobile assistant” application: the user interface during
dictation in iOS (left) and after the recognition and visualization of
the results (right).

A. App Tethering

Figure 1. ”Equation wizard” editor: the user interface of dictation
module.

In order to test the dictation engine, we have extended
the ”Equation wizard” editor, developed initially as a classic
desktop application for MS Windows operating system.
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App Tethering is the technology which allows to easily
extend the existing applications developed in RAD Studio
[23] with the network connectivity, regardless of the operating
system used. The ”Equation wizard” editor has been enhanced
this way with the use of the supplementary mobile apps
mentioned above.
The main aim of App Tethering is to provide the novel
mobile interface for classic desktop application, which is also
our case. The classic MS Windows desktop application could
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work as a server, responding to the information changes in the
mobile terminal and possibly returning the result data.
App Tethering technology:
• operates at Windows, MacOS, Android and iOS platforms,
• allows to exchange the data (resources) between platforms,
• can be introduced into any application based on RAD Studio Run-Time Library (RTL) with the use of:
– IP connections in the same subnet,
– classic Bluetooth connections,
• provides an automatic search for connected applications,
• allows to run remote procedures,
• ensures easy exchange of the data,
• introduces simple network protocol and is easy to implement with ready to use high level software components.

The core of the equation editor uses a tree-like data structure
to represent the expression being manipulated in the main
window. The leaves of the tree contain specialized objects
representing particular parts of the equation i.e. simple symbols (as letters or numbers) or two-dimensional templates (as
for example fractions, roots and integrals). Recursive traversal
through the entire tree gives the possibility to translate, edit,
move or alter parts of the expression. Moreover, the core
engine offers an interface for expression import and export
using the internal domain-specific language (EQED, based
on LATEX), MathML or plain LATEX. In previous experiments,
this engine was extended with the verbalization and search
modules, ensuring the export of the equation with natural
language, with possible multi-language support [2][24].
The import of the natural language form of an equation
is the next level achievement for the ”Equation wizard”
environment. The parser environment processes the input from
the natural language into the graphical, visual representation
in the following steps:
•

•

•

Figure 3. App Tethering: software components flowchart.

The exemplary setup of the App Tethering components and
source code snippets are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
respectively.
p r o c e d u r e TMainForm . R e s o u r c e R e c e i v e d (
const Sender : TObject ;
c o n s t AResource : TRemoteResource ) ;
begin
MemoEqDictate . T e x t : = ’ d y k t u j e ’ +
AResource . V a l u e . A s S t r i n g . ToLower ;
end ;
...
TetheringAppProfile . Resources .
FindByName ( ’ e q p i c t u r e ’ ) . V a l u e : =
EqPictureStream ;
Figure 4. App Tethering: source code snippets for resource
exchange.

B. Parsing the verbal form of mathematical expressions
A parser designed for automatic recognition of the structure
of the mathematical expression given in spoken form is incorporated into the main engine of the ”Equation wizard” editor.
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•
•

•

the acquisition of the input description string in the
natural language (there is the requirement of the compatibility with the rules for Polish verbalization engine
at the moment, which is convenient for testing) with
the use of an assistant mobile application and speech
recognition engine from the mobile operating system
(iOS or Android),
transfer of the input description string into the recognition
module in the ”Equation wizard” application, working as
server in this mode,
the actual translation with the set of replacement rules
described as pairs of natural language phrase and the
corresponding EQED internal format command,
backward scanning for the corrections of the keywords
without explicit termination mark,
the transfer of the result string encoded with EQED
commands to the standard import module of the equation
editor in order to visualize it and edit,
the final visual appearance of the dictated equation is
returned to the assistant mobile application and shown to
the user.

The translation rules have the following format:
natural_language_phrase˜EQED_internal_format,

where ˜ (tilde sign) is a separator. The left side is the part to
search for and the right side is the corresponding notation in
EQED format. Some exemplary rules are presented in Figure
5.
Symbols #, @ and $ were introduced to maintain subexpressions which do not have an explicit termination command or
require pairing of possibly nested symbols as brackets. These
symbols are processed at the final stage of parsing.
The current version of the parser supports different variants
of the spoken notation, making the dictation as natural as
possible. The main inconvenience, however, is the requirement
to provide the termination command for the majority of
subexpressions.
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p i e r w i a s t e k s t o p n i a ˜ \ EQEDroot {
p i e r w i a s t e k z ˜ \ EQEDroot {\ EQEDplain {}}{
pod p i e r w i a s t k i e m ˜ } {
koniec p i e r w i a s t k a ˜}
do k w a d r a t u ˜ # } { \ EQEDnplain {2}}
do p o t e g i ˜ # } { \ EQEDnplain {
o t w o r z n a w i a s ˜ $EQEDbrackets {\ l e f t ( } {
z a m k n i j n a w i a s ˜ } { \ r i g h t )@
Figure 5. Example rules for translation Polish verbalized
mathematical notation into structural form.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have performed a series of experiments involving four
experts, with the use of different operating systems for the
assistant mobile application (Android and iOS). The experts
were familiar with the ”Equation wizard” editor user interface
and editing rules, knew the rules of verbalization of the
mathematical notation and could check it live before dictation
experiments. There were over a dozen dictation attempts of
different equations by every expert. All these circumstances
were undoubtedly helpful to build the dictation commands in
the proper form (see some exemplary results in Figure 6).
Especially, the overall high level of experience in editing
mathematical content was decisive for rather high success rate
(about 70%). On the other hand, the requirement to spell the
whole equation at once (temporary for current beta solution),
could certainly make the dictation extremely difficult for not
prepared user.

Figure 6. Examples of successfully dictated equations with the
visualization in ”Formula wizard” editor.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the design of the natural
language to structural mathematical notation translation sys-
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tem. The main language of the tests was Slavic language –
Polish, which significantly differs from the western languages,
especially when it comes to numerals and details of mathematical notation.
The usage of the existing engine and graphical equation
editor (”Equation wizard”) for rendering and processing of
the mathematical notation increased the effectiveness of the
translation. Several preliminary experiments proved that the
system works smoothly for the current, limited list of translation rules. Nevertheless, some of the mathematical expressions
in the test suite were relatively complex and careful dictation
gave very promising results for them.
It is worth to note that translation rules could be profiled
according to specific features of speech recognition modules
from the mobile operating systems. The introduction of some
editing voice commands would certainly make the system
more user friendly in real life examples for the people with
motion disabilities. The last improvement could be a closer
integration with mobile operating system, i.e., usage of smart
glasses interface, sharing the results with other applications,
e-mail or messaging clients.
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